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***READ FOR F R E E WITH KINDLE UNLIMITED***The BEST Book on Astral ProjectionA
complete and AMAZING GUIDE for beginners on Astral Projection and how to easily travel the
astral Plane.Have you ever dreamt about leaving your body and having an OBE, Out-of-Body-
Experience, a.k.a. Astral Projection? Or do you sometimes think about the afterlife or
incarnation? (They are both actually connected with Astral Projection!) Or perhaps you are just
up for an exciting journey?Inside this book you will learn how you too can travel through the
Astral World and perform an Astral Projection. When you read this book you will be guided, step-
by-step, through the process of Astral Projection, and I will help you create the best possible
circumstances for achieveing your goal of an Astral Travel today.In this book I will show you:
Top 10 most common and effective methods for Astral Projection Top 10 greatest benefits for
traveling in the Astral Plane How and why Astral Travel was used already from ancient times If
Astral Projection is a supernatural affair, transcendent liberation or an afterlife forecast! What
are the signs for Astral Projection and how it actually happens How to best prepare physically
and mentally for an Astral Voyage  And a lot more!Buy This Book Now



Astral ProjectionThe Complete Guide for Beginners on Astral Projection, and How to Travel the
Astral PlaneTable of ContentsThank you!IntroductionChapter 1 – Historical References of Astral
ProjectionChapter 2 - What Exactly Is Astral Projection?Chapter 3 - How Does It Happen?
Chapter 4 – How Can You Travel the Astral Plane?Chapter 5 - Understanding the Benefits of
Astral ProjectionChapter 6 - Can Astral Projection Be Dangerous?ConclusionCheck Out My
Other BooksThank you!I would like to thank you and congratulate you for downloading this book!
If you like the book and get some value out of it, after reading it, I would appreciate it if you could
leave a positive review on the Ebook Tops Kindle store.Thank you and enjoy the book!Copyright
2015 by Lean Stone Publishing - All rights reserved.This document is geared towards providing
exact and reliable information in regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold
with the idea that the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or
otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual
in the profession should be ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and
approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of
Publishers and Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of
this document in either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is
strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission
from the publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and
consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any
policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the
recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against
the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either
directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher.The
information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The
presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The
trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is
without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this
book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated
with this document.IntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the
book, “Astral Projection – The Complete Guide for Beginners on Astral Projection, and How to
Travel the Astral Plane”.This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to experiment
and have an unbelievable out of body experience through astral projection.You’ve surely heard
or read at least once about people confessing how, through a near death experience or under
the influence of hallucination-inducing drugs, they have traveled outside their body. Or about
how their dreams or meditation trances are so intensely vivid that they are capable of feeling and
living things that can’t be physiologically explained. Regardless of what you have heard before,
you’ve surely wondered if such experiences are actually possible, and if they occur randomly or
could be willingly induced. Well, in this book, you will find the precise responses to these
questions, and much more.Since the dawn of time, humans have wondered whether the source



of self awareness resides in their bodily form, or is associated with a defined entity only
sheltered in it. The existence of spirit has long been debated, but hypotheses and practices that
sustain and confirm it abound in veridical details. From real life stories, to religion, culture, and
literary works of fiction, a distinction between the physical body and the spiritual body has been
clearly made. So, while the first exists solely in the material dimension, the latter can travel
outside of it, in its own astral world or astral plane.Astral projection consists of detaching your
spiritual form from the bodily one, and going to places that you could not normally or easily
access. Earthly places, but spatial too. In a way, it is a flying and floating activity that allows you
to explore a world beyond mundane reach. It is a truly magical adventure you too can embark on
after going through this comprehensive guide.So, if you are eager to connect to your deepest
nature, and probe the sense of powerfulness of being in touch with your metaphysical self, look
no further. The purpose of this book is to help you better grasp the essence of your life psyche.
Moreover, the possibility to astrally project your spiritual body indirectly suggests the verity of life
after death claims. What could be more amazing than the idea of implicit eternity? However, you
must be aware that astral projection is not recommended for people that suffer from
psychological disorders or related issues, as it could impair their distinction between real
experiences and out of body occurrences. Other than that, it is a safe and harmless path you
can choose to follow in order to better the quality of your life.Thanks again for downloading this
book, I hope you enjoy it!Chapter 1 – Historical References of Astral ProjectionThe practice of
astral projection can be tracked throughout history thousands of years ago. The concept of
acquiring knowledge, enriching personal culture, and enhancing the religious bond with deities
through an out-of-body experience (OBE) is clearly explained in various manuscripts and artistic
works across many nations. Regardless of the meaning associated with it, the actual travel in
astral planes is primarily seen as a valuable step in enlightening and self-
awareness.Inquisitiveness is an innate feature of our species’ nature, so it is not surprising that
people have always sought to discern a higher significance for living, one that transcends the
mortal shell. Based on personal encounters, imaginative exercises, or others’ accounts, some
people managed to accurately describe the process of spiritual walking or soul travel that astral
projection in fact embodies.Succinctly described below are the most relevant documentations
about astral travel that hundreds of generations have produced and passed on from ancient
times until present time.1. Religious doctrines and culturesThe most overwhelming presence of
astral projecting implementation can be noted when it comes to the various faithful ideologies
manifested across the Earth. The importance of spiritual travel pervades many symbolic
representations in cultural lifestyles too, and is not less remarkable in creative reproductions. In
fact, anthropological studies have estimated that the majority of cultures that populated the
Earth at different times believed to a certain degree in the occurrence of this immaterial
experience.Ancient Egypt - Some claim that the oldest references to astral projection can be
found in ancient Egyptian manuscripts. Moreover, it is believed that the great pyramids have
been built to facilitate it. Egyptians differentiated five components of the human soul. One of



them was Ka, the vital substance or the spirit, which could leave the body at will and travel.
However, when the person died, Ka was trapped inside the tomb. Another part was Ba, which
could travel the mortal world only after death and venture into the Underworld. Ba kept returning
to the tomb until it was possible, when the time came, for it to reunite with Ka in the
afterlife.Chinese Culture - The ancient Taoist religion has been among the first to formulate the
idea of a divine self. One meditative practice involves drawing in and focusing the energy spread
inside the body, and channeling it to be able to travel and be in different places at the same
time.Indian Religion - In centuries old scriptures of Hinduism, and in Purana texts, it says that
magical powers, named Siddhis, can be achieved through meditative and Yoga exercises. One
of them, mentioned in the Bhāgavata Purāna is the capacity to undergo astral travel, known as
manaḥ-javah, one of the ten secondary Siddhis. There are descriptions of miracles performed
through astral projection in the Hindu religion.On the other hand, Buddhism promotes a principle
of reincarnation, where not a clearly defined soul, but a consciousness flow, travels from one life
to another in time. However, astral projections in a dream-like state are recalled in this religious
doctrine too, as the faithful individuals assumingly can establish a bond with Buddha in an astral
plane. There are stories that relate how monks can travel to various levels of heavens, using this
form of teleportation, through intense focus and self-discipline.Roman Empire - The belief that
the human spirit is created of a special, unearthly matter, just like the one the stars are made of,
was pretty common among many sects in the Roman times, and it was adopted into early
Christianity too. Experiences of astral travel displayed in divine visions, and appearances in
people’s dreams are often mentioned in documents dating back to those times.In addition, some
people believe that certain passages in the Bible make clear suggestions to spiritual travel. It is
thought that a high level of devotion, expressed through prayers and strict rites, can help to
establish a connection with the astral plane, which is perceived as the place where angels,
demons, and other entities exist.Native Americans - Many tribes of Native Americans also
sustained a doctrine of reincarnation and astral projection, noticed by the first travelers in the
New World. The so called shamans were the ones who held the secrets of this practice, and
they apparently used it to localize herbs used for healing, and find the best places to settle in
across the landscape, and to foresee events.
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Nena5, “Astral journey. The book is a step-by-step introduction to astral travel and astral
projections, ideal for beginners as well as for people who already experienced something similar
but need more polishing. It is concise, precise and targeted. It offers historical background of
astral projection, it's not a new things, as well as the benefits of it.As you go through the book
you will find out that it gives an easy to understand explanation of outer body experience
occurrence, as scary as it sounds, including detailed instruction on how to achieve it and feel
comfortable about it, and of course differ it from daydreaming and just dreaming.I would
recommend the book to anyone interested in starting their own astral journey and who is willing
to improve their quality of life.”

Kimberlie Currier, “Same Info As Most But Well Presented. This book was the same information
as most of the ones I have read on this subject but it was compiled well and presented well and
with no grammar errors. I rate it as one of the better ones out there. I almost cut one star
because there just wasn't that much information presented and I keep looking for something
more detailed or specific. But I went ahead with 5 stars because it is one of the better ones I've
found.”

Haunted Reader, “Clarity and Engaging Writing. Review: ASTRAL PROJECTION by Tabatha
ZalotI have read several of Ms. Zalot's books, and find them engaging and written with clarity.
Her presentation are readily understood, even if the reader is skeptical. Such remains true with
ASTRAL PROJECTION, a short guide exploring the history of the practice and its procedures.
Even if one considers this practice "New Age" (it's not, as its history shows), this guide is still a
useful short read.”

Denniger Bolton, “See you on the other side. This book is about the distinction between the
physical body, the mortal form and the spiritual body, the material dimension and being able to
travel outside of physical, detaching the spiritual from the bodily one and touching your
metaphysical self in a safe and harmless way. Anyone who is trying to do this, getting out of
one’s body wonders things like, “Will I be able to come back?” And “Why should I even consider
doing this and what are the benefits or rewards?” Besides the metaphysical awakening,
enhanced imagination, life after death confirmation, personal growth, the ability to time travel
among other benefits, there is the liberation of death fears, which to me is the biggest boon to
doing this. We all want to get shed of this fear of death and what better way can there be than to
give yourself the proof that you can do it now so that when we bite that final bullet, we know
what’s coming?The author, Tabitha Zalot has lain out a method, several really, of how to prepare
for your flight to the astral plane with suggestions on how to do it, something I have not come
across before. My next step now is to actually do it.”



Samjela Peter, “Spiritual development .. This little work not only save as guide to astral travel but
revealing on essential nature and the enhancement of ones spiritual development”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Definitely recommend it to anyone just beginning their journey. My recent
interest in the energetic world eventually led me to the topic of astral projection and a need for
practical sources of info on the topic. This book was very practical in length, tonality and
completeness. Definitely recommend it to anyone just beginning their journey.”

Sqlachi, “Interesting read!. I had no knowledge about Astral Projection. This book does present a
comprehensive brief. It is quite fascinating to reach spiritual places that are not accessible to
your physical being. I didn’t know about this field of study at all and I am hooked up to it. I am
planning on reading more on the topic and getting well versed in it. The book is tailored towards
total beginners so there is not a lot of advanced information in this book. But the author did talk
about different aspects and how to attain the projection. There are also some words of caution
stating what might be a bad projection. You can try different techniques mentioned in the book
such as ladder and swing technique. But I would recommend getting yourself well equipped in
the field first.”

john richardson, “Tabitha Zalot. I chose this rating because i found it straight foward to
understand , i have had experiences in my past and this book has given me more insight .”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Short and sweet.. I'd like to thank the author. Was looking for a concise
guide to astral projection and Found it right here.”

Jade Whittaker, “Fantastic book. Hope this works for me as I'm going to try it tonight. Wish me
luck  I will let you know ”

Veronica Lawrence, “Five Stars. thanks”

The book by Tabitha Zalot has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 156 people have provided feedback.
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